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Age- and Sex-Differences in the Formation

of Coolitions

W. •dler Vinacke and Gary R# Oullickaon

A simple competitive board gm*e was used to determine chauges In

stratey as a function of age, Data were collected from 10 triads of each

sex at the 7-8 and 14-16 year age-levels, and ¢upared with results previously

obtained from 30 groups of each sex at the college level. For this purposes

three power-patterns were soployed, amely, when all three players are

equal in strength, when all are different but my two can wing, md When one

player to all-powerful (that is$ can win without alliance.)

Inter-sex and Inter-age comparisons were made of the kinds of outcome

reached, incidence of 50/50 deals, the relation of bargaining and outcome to

relative strength of players, mount of bargainingS, and overall strategy

(employing a apecial index to accommodative stratgyo) It was found that the

female groups differ little from age-to-sge, consistently displaying a

high degree of acconodative stratey, By contrast, the youngest male groups

manifest significantly more accomodative strategy then do older sale groups.

2here is, thus, evidence of a developmental chane in competitive behavior

mong sales.
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Age- and 8.m.Differeftes in the Formation of Coalitioms

V, Idger Visacke and Gary L 0.allilkson

IM~ development of experimental reseerch with =ma1 social groups has

witnessed an increasing Interest in the effects of various intra-groiap

relationships on the performance both of Individual memere and of the group-as-

a-Mbole (Thibout and Nellosy 1959). Although there hav been & considerable

number of studies that splay children of varioum agess, it continues to be true

that developmental trends In social interaction bow* been Insufficiently invee

tigated. With respect to competition and cooperation, for muwqile Mey and Doob

in 1937 suggested several specific problems that arise in conjunction with

variations in ago (Way 06d bach, 1937, p. 149-151.) thiat little has been done

to settle these issues is reiterated by Phillips and DeVatlt (1957).

Available studies have mwstly been concerned with such questions as wheather

cooperative or competitive conditions provide better Incentives to perform

effectively (lBarlock, 1927; mellers 1929; Stendler, Daorin ad hawes, 1951); or

the effect of various conditions upon the quantity or quality of competitive

behavior (eog., socio-ecoscinic status, Mutes and Leader, 1955; or leadership,

Ibreig 1949); or the development of rules (lisgetg n.d.; UrgurelaSsmIng 1932.)

In these studies, both sox. 06d age-differemces have been maoted.

With respect to sex, girls have been reported as les"sagressive 06d more

conforming to the social situation tha boys (Nurphy, Hurphys, adNam.,mb 1937;

Mellor& 1929; imasoen 06d Cauger, 1956, p.279; SAWer 1952, pp. 162.163.),

although it is possible that these differences ore becoming lee sumared

(Rosenberg and Button-Smithg 1960.)

With respect to age, Mdee and loader (1955) ubo emplayed pre-school

children, found greater Sompotitivemes to older tha Younger childrena06
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also smag boys than girls. Ugurel-oomin (1952) reported that 1selfiah"

acts tend to diminish up to the age of 12p at which time "equalitarian"

decisions tend to predominate over "gsnerous" oneal she did not find any

sex differences,

Piaget identifies four stages in the development in boys of concepts

of rules. (1) In very young children$ play tends to have a motor and

individual character, with no genuine recognition of rules or of relation-

ships between persona. (2) In somewhst older children (preo-school), an

egocentric stage appears, in which rules may be followed (as imposed from

without)$ but each child plays in his own way in parallel fashion, (3)

Between 7 and 8 a cooperation stage develops, marked by competition, but

with only a vague conception of the rules; that is, children attempt to
at

govern each other's behavior and to arrivo means to achieve mutual control.

(4) At the 11-12 year level, there smerges a codification stage, In which

there is gneat attention to procedure sod an interest in rules for their

own #doe,

In observing the play of little girls, Piaget notes differences from

boys, Ths gases that girls play seem to be simple; and they seem to play

mre for the fun of it, In their case also a stage of cooperation is

described for the 6-7 year level. It is marded by high tolerance for the

way other people treat the rules, and by loes concern for the technicalities

of procedure.

P•aget's analysis is orientod more to an mnderstandin of the social

system and the development of social control$ rather than to the competitive

behavior with which this study is concened, Dowever, It provides an

mellent point of departure for bypothosistig both age and so diffteoees
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in intro-group competition, and, as will be seen, there ae certain

affinities between the steae he Identifies and the strategioe we have

defined.

Tbhus there have been tantaliving results that point to significant

relations between age and sex and intra-group behavior, but very little

direct comparison of one age-level with another. Bome recent eMporiment

with triads have employed a simple competitive negotiable gso, which

offers a situation n which this kind of compariaon can readily be made.

This research has employed college students as subjects. The fact that

clearly defined strategies appeart especially in the form of differseces

between the seem, naturally raioes questions about their specificity to

the age-group investigated. Although these questions also arise with

regard to older ages, the present report onfinos itself to younger subjects.

In the gmg, three persons copete for a single prime. Weights are

"signed in such a manner a to vary the relative strength, or power, that

each player has to the other two. 2hey are permitted to form coalition&@ it

they wish# together with deals for the division of a prime; bargaining to
of

accomplish alliances is a key festurd play. A fuller description of the

gam is set forth below,

Under theme general conditions, a variety of striking phenomena may

be observed, " reported olewmhere (linacke and A•*off, 1957; Vinmkae, 1959;

Chaney and Vinacke, 1960; oand and Vinacke, 191; Vinacke# 1903.) IWO

points are particularly pertinent to the present investigations (1) TUm

incidence of coalitions and the kind of bargaining behavior vary with the

pattern of power that charaterises the groUp. Us, equal diviion of the

prime is more likely when the three players are equl in streth then when
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they differ In strength; the weaker players tend to ally against the

stronger person, even though amy pair of players can defeat the third; and

few coalitions occur wham one player is "all-powerful" (i1e., can win

without forming a coalition)m-and those allieance that do occur tend to

involve the all-powerful player. (2) Highly significant differences

between the sexes In strategy are apparent. Famales typically adopt an

"accommodative" style of play, apparently oriented sore towards the social

situation Itself than towards winning, and marked by the arrangement of

outcomes along mutually satisfactory, rather than highly competitive,, lines,

Males. on the other hand, manifest an "exploitative" strategy, characterized

by ruthless, "cutthroat" competition, and oriented strictly towards winning

the prize, Further details of these differences will be spelled out below.

In view of the research findings available on children, It may well be

asked to what extent these kinds of behavior are limited to particular age.

ranges and, further, whether there may not be a trend correlated with age

that might reveal a critical point at which differences between the sexe

In strategy emerge. 7his study was designed to cast some light on these

iomssus Since we did not feel confident about masking definite predictions,

the experiment began with the formulation of the foregoing problems without

stating formal hypotheses, We chose the two sage-levelat 7-8 years and

14-16 yearsl, as appropriate ones to compare witjA previously obtained college

simles (age 18-30l but largely concentrated in the rane 18-22 years).

Procedure

Mlecti. 7hM study was conducted during the simmer vacationg, which

made it necessary to contact subjects in several was, goe youer cbildran



were recruited largely through park recreation centers$ the older youngsters

largely through sunner high school program. Z n the topmer instanoe, the

Sams was set up in a wall-equipped roam at the perk building, in which It

was possible to m~aintain the privacy of the ampertumntal session. The high

school children all met at the University psychology laboratory by special

appointment,. Since all the youngsters cams from the ass general suburban

area, it is unlikely that there were significant demographic differences

mong them. However, no effort at direct matching was made and the groups

should probably be regarded as rather heterogeneous. (7he same statement

applies to the college students.)

Ten groups of children and ten groups of adolescents of each sex were

usedl, each group consisting of three subjects (or a total of 120.)

2he college triads were those wipoyed in the original investigations

(Vinacke, 1959), They consisted of 30 groups of each sex (a total of 180)*

all recruited from undergraduate courses.

Gas-fta~n A board was constructed on which was draws a simple

pathways runnin from "Start" to 'lome" (similar to those used for smas

like parcheesi.) The boards used for the age-levels were very similar, ancept

for the nusber of spaces: 33 for. the-7-S year oldsp 50 for the 14-16 year

Wads, sand-6or the sollege -students. 2he objective was merely to reach
so

"Some" firsts and/coqplicotiona were Introduced beyond that entailed

Sin moving from space-tp-space, All three players moved slimultaneously#

following the cast of a single die thrown by the experimenter, lasch player

moved his counter the mober of spaces determined by his weight (see below),

*We wish to express our appreciation to Miss Betty Ann LU. Mewos Valley

Recreation Center for her kind assistance, in recruiting subjects.
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The youger children added their weights to the value of the die,

whereas all other Is multipled these tw quantities, or esample* if a

player had a weight of V21 and the die eme up '115 a child moved seven

spaces, but the older subject moved ten spaces. Thia variation wa

introduced to ask* the erithmetic problem easier for the children. The

Sane was concluded whenever a win occurred, that La9 Wben one players or

a combination oS players, reach 'lwe". or when one or more plaers

conceded defeat. The older groupS soon learned that the final outcome

of a gSa can be settled uwtbout actual play, so that iovni the conters

was abandoned in most instances5 after the first few gaose. At that points

outcomes were siuply settled by the result of barainin. Tho younsest

triad. bohwever, played each gms through to conclusion.

Power-Patterns. Althoush most of the ezpersnmts in this series

have employed six different combinations of wsihtas, only three roelly

Iportant variations hve been involveds amely, when all three players

here equal streths, wben there are differences In weight but my

combination is strouSer than the thirds and when mne player is all-powmru

In the present investlSgtion, one version of each of these three patterns

was employed, defined as follow:

Players and

I. All1qual A 1; 5 1; C A 3 aC

LI, All-Different A - 4; A - 3; C .2 A ;5$.; A.(D + C)

111. All.PowmrAt A -3; 5.. 1; C 1 A)P,; I - C; A •(I + C)
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it can be seen that, if coalitions are permitted, so pair cam defeat

the third in Patterins I and nI. wher... in Pattern meI player A can vin

without coalition, In fact, in the first two patterns, so one can wia

without coalition; in Patter flI, on the other hand* it is not to A's

advantage to ally with either of the other two players, and a coalition

of B and C is ineffectual, Previous reports In this series have spelled

out the implicallone of these power-patterns in 4etsilg and mmarised

the predictions yielded by various theoretical strategies,

The requisite weights were inscribed upon the counters used In moving

around the board. The set required was presented to the memers of the

triad, with weights 0nealed, lach drew in turn, with the order rotated

so that each player drew first equally often, For the children and

adolescents, four gSens in sucession of each type were playedl, rotating

the order in which the types occurred, Por the college triads, the data

were drawn from a previous ezperisientp conduacted under somewhat different

conditions, In this case, the three power-patterns described were Inter-

spersed during a series of IS game., three each of six patterns, As will be

seen below, it is quite unlikely that this difference in sany way distorts

the comparisons to be made, but It doesl, nevertheless, render the comparison

loes precise than m~ht Ideally be damanded.

faeAll of the conditions of thm gas* were presented to the subjects

before play began, In addition to the features emplained above, player

were told that coalitions might be formade if they wiehed, but that the terms

oust be agreed upon, and further, that, once established, a coalition could

not be broken durting that particular gams. no tangible reward was offered

for winning (a contingency not bound to affect the bas is character of



strategy, Vinackeo 1962)# but the winner(@) would be given 100 points.

•Bagalulng, therefore, concerned the allocation of this score. the actual

instructions were typed on carda, which the older subjects read; they were

explained orally to the younger subjects. In both cases, all questions were

anawered before play commenced, avoiding, howevera my answers not contained

in the instructions (for instance, no suggestion that coalitions should or

should not be formed was glven.) Appenlix A presents the couplete

instructions,

Once play began, the experimenter did not participate further in the

activities of the group, acting only as referee (i.e., taking care of the

drawing of counters, tossing the die, ascertaining that the few sliple rules

were followed, etc.), and keeping a record of the tranaactions.

If an offer to form a coalition was accepted, the players involved

combined their counters (as making "king" in checkers), and thereafter moved

as a pair (or as a triple)# with the am of their weights specifying the

distance they could move.

Results

As in our previus experiments, it is poasible to derive a variety of

measures from the behavior that occurs in the Same just described. These

aspects of play include the kind of outcome (L.e., how winning is accaqplished),

the sorts of deals reached in allocating the prise, and the character of the

bargaining sequene. We shall oxaine some of these variables, and then

consider the overall strategy typical of the several ago-sex groups. It

should be noted, In coparlng the three ales that data were obtained In four

gowe of each type for the children and adolescenta, but in three gtow for
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the college students. In conducting analyses involving the latter, therefore$

the fourth Sam is omitted for the younger groups. As is apparent in the

tables, where figures are given both for three and for four g8mes,

interpretation* are not affected. In fact, variation in the two figures

in almost entirely a function of the divisions it is possible to make when

percentages are used (e.g., when chance is one-third, above-chance is 67%

for three games, but 50% for four gumse.)

Consider, first, the final outcome of play, as shown in Table 1.

Decision may be reached in any of three ways, by failure to arrive at an

alliance ("no coalition"), by establishing a coalition between two players

against the third ("two-person alliances"), or by triple alliance, In which

the three players agree to tie (nearly alvays with an equal split of the

prize.) Here, as in all subsequent tables, comparisons are shown for the

two seees at each age-level, as well as for each sex between age-levels.

There are no significent differences between the male and female

groups at the youngest ageolevel. The two sexes at the other age-levels,

however, manifest significant differences. Fr the adolescents, the males

arrive at a higher proportion of two-person outcomes in the all-equal

pattern, and a lower proportion of triple alliances in the all-diffetent

pattern. For the college students, there are very similar differences, but,

In addition, the male triads loes often fail to arrive at coalition in the

all-different pattern, more often establish two-person coalitions in the

all-different pattern,,and lees often establish alliances in the all-powerful

condition, (In this latter pettern, there is logically no advantage in

allying, insofar as v•w•lig is conerned.)
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Table 1, Outcomee in a Three-Person Competitive

GCmes, Comparing Three A•e-roups.*

7-8 Year Old 14-16 Year Old Cbllege

Children Adolescents Students

male lemale male Female male Female

% of 9 m N 10 10 .10 10 10 0

so Coalition

1 or more 70(60) 90(90) 10(10) 20(20) 23 34
o • s~so• •_A• SggJob 12!

03040 10(10) R j 7 j

o00 100 100 100 100 t00

Inter-Sex No difference ts significant

Inter-Age Ova. 7-81 P a .05; bve. 7-8p P a .02; -yv. 7-8s
z- 9.66

P <.01.

Two Person Alliances

67 or more 10(70) 40(40) 100(100) 60(70) 93 54

66 or less 9000) 60(60) 0(0jd 43 7 47

100 100 100 100 100 101

Inter-SBx a.. P * .02 12 . 8.14
(Pe <.01)

Iater-Age 4s. 7-8 Po<.002; eOv. 14-16, X2 - 13.39 (P<.001)

Triple Alliawes

I or more 80(70) 50(40) 0(0) 60(50) 7 50

o 20(30) 3000o 4000 C L " JAo
.100 100 100 100 100 100

later-Sex n.s. P - 02 .2 - 13.88

(P <.00l)

Inter-Sis vas MgS P <,0&:1j Lve. 14-16, 0 12 1,71 (P <.001)
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Table 1. (Continued)

7-8 Year Old 14-16 Year Old College
Children Adolescents students

% o Games Male eme ne al male Feaeal

ALL DURZNT: No Coalitions

I or more 50(50) 90(90) "30(30) 40(30) 7 33

0 5000) 10(10) "(701 VL7 _0 h 2i !LJ

100 100 100 100 100 100

Inter-Sex P - .10 n.s. - 6.68 (P -,.01)

Inter-Age hNe 7-8. P -. 02; IV$ 7-80 P . .01; Jve 7-8, X2 - 7.53 (P<.0l)

Too-Person Allines

100 10(20) 10(10) 70(70) 60(70) 93 63

9or Leon 90(80) 90(90) _ 3--6"

100 100 100 100 100 100

Inter-Sex n.e. n.s. X2 1 7.96 (P - .01)

Inter-Age 'vs 7-8, P -. 02; vye 7-8@ - .02; %ve 7-8, X2 16.56 (P]?Z_.001)

v. 7-8_,, E 8.54 (P 4,,.01)

Triple Allies

I or more 60(50) 40(30) 0(0) 0(0) 0 7

0 A0(50 6071 &a( 100(100 10' 2q

100 100 100 100 100 100

Inter-Sea n diffeorene is significant.

lnter-Age evs 7-8p P 3.05; Pve 7.8. 1 - .00; 4ve 7-89 P .001.

*To facilitate comparisons amnge Stomps, results re sost into peentages; In

computing Chli Square, actual frequencies were gsed, as neessery emoployin
correction for continuity or the Fisher ama•t Test (tvw-tailed). Although mlwm

tests wore employed to detemine significae.ee date re show in the sass
categorlee for convenleae. Figures in parenthees are for the first three gaos
onlyt, to permit comparison with the college students.
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Table 1. (Continued)

7-8 Year Old 14-16 Year Old college
Children Adolescents Students

% Of JIMs mate Female Male •eals mole MeInal

AI1L-POI3UUL No Coalition

51 or more 0(10) 20(40) 0(0) 20(20) 76 47

50 or less 102.001~ 800 100LIQ00. 800 Ira ;I

100 100 100 100 100 100

Inter-Sx n,.e. n.e. X2 . 5.70 :
(P .,02)

Inter-Age rve 7-80 X2 v 11.03 (P <.001)
eve 14-16, V' - 14.85 (P <.001)

Two Person Alliance.

67 or more 50(70) 50(50) 90(100) 80(80) 23 50

66 or lees 50(30) 50(50) 10(0) 20(20) 77e W0v

100 100 100 100 100 100

Inter-Sex nse n.e. X2 . 4.58
.(P< .05)

Inter-Age (:vs 7-8 X2 .. 5.10 (P .05); uva 14-16, 12 . 14.85
(P 4.olI; Tv, 14-16, - 4.08 (P e.05)

Triple Allieanes

I or more 40(40) 30(30) 0(0) 10(0) 0 3

0 60(0) 70001 100 "(too) IL

100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Inter-Sex no difference is significant

inter-Age vye 7-8, P a .08; xe 7-8 P *1.004.
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Because so many comparisou are involved for the inter-ege analyses,

the following table may serve es a convenient sumery. Blank cells

indicate that no significant difference occurreds and the adjective dearibea

the first-umsd group.

7-8 vs 14-16 748 ve College 14-16 vs College

Ke m Kale eal. Nte ?mail

No Coalition Xore Nore More

2-Person Fever Fever

Triple
Alliance More More

All Di~ffenat:

No Coalition 11ore Nore Nor

2-Person Fever Fever lever Fever

Triple More Nore More

No Coalition lever Fewer

2-Person More MTore Nore

Triple
Alliance Mfore Imore

Quite a clear picture meres. Zn the fint place, ther is very

little difference betmesn the adolescents and the college students. Se

aweptions occur in the all-powerful pattern in hbich •ondition the

adolescents we acre likely to reseele the younger group by establishing

a relatively high proportion of two-person alliame. 2his could be
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indicative either of loe understanding of the character of the all-powerful

condition (i.e., that one person can win without an alliance), or that$ in

this respect, the adolescents manifest a tendency towards the accommodative

strategy# to be diecussed below,

In the second place, the children differ markedly from both older

age-levels and in consistently the am ways--more oftes failing to arrive

at coalition when this is the means to win (all-equal and all-different

patterns), and agreeing more often on triple alliances.

In the third place, there are generally more differences between the

youngest male triads and their counterparts at old agea, which, as will

become apparent, is perhaps the single outstanding feature of the results,

Boys of this age, one migbt say, behave more like girls than they do like

young men (at least in this gane.)

Turning now to the deals consummated In coaltions, we may consider the

results shown in Table 2o It gives the incidence of 50/50 deals; although

agreements range up to partnerships in which one player receives only one

or t•o points (occasionally even sero,), this is the most convenient basis

on which to effect the aomparison, It can be seen that only the college

students manifest a significant se difference, with the female triada

arriving more often at equal deals--a regular result in our szperl•awtse

Sho female adolescents arrive significantly more frequently at 50/50 deals

only in the ell-equal patterns and there is no significant difference In the

case of the children, In this respect, therefore, the adolescents tend to

fall In between the other two age-levels.
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Table 2. Incidence of 50/50 Deals in Triads at

2hree ASe-Level.s*

7-8 Year Olds 14-16 Year Oldm College Students

% of Games Male Female male Female male Y"40

ALL EQUAL
N 8 9 10 7 30 25

100 88(100) 89(89) 40(60) 100(100) 33 80

99 or lose 13(0) 1j( 60(40) 0(0) 67" 20

101 100 100 100 100 100

Inter-Sex n.e. n.s. X2 11.97

-(P e_ .001)

Inter-Age awv 7-8, P <._0010

ALL-DIrWEENT
N 10 7 10 9 30 30

100 90(100) 71(100) 20(20) 56(56) 20 60

99 or less 10(0) 28(0) sofl)b • oo

100 99 100 100 100 100

Inter-Sex n.s. na. X2 = 10.00

Inter-Age3 bv. 7-81 P = .02; Oam 7-8, X1' 16.48 (P.? .01)
(P <.-.oo)

ALL-SQUAL + AhLL-DllPRBUNT
N 10 10(9) 10 9 30 30

100 90(100) 80(89) 20(20) 56(56) 10 57

9or less 10(0) 20(11) so d 4 4g44

100 100 100 100 100 100

Inter-Sex n.s. n.s. 12 . 6.70 (PN.01)

Int:er-Ag dve 7-8, p'4ý01; eve 7-.# Xya 9.79 (p <o0);L.e 7-8, i2 -4.51 (P4.05, )
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Table 2. (Continued)

7-8 Year Odm 14-16 Year Olds College Students.

% of Games Male Female male Female Kmle reale

ALL-PUEWL
N 9 7(6) 10 8 20 24

100 78(89) 86(71) 30(30) 75(100) 50 58
99 or les 22(11) 14(28) 70(70) 26(0)M

100 100(99) 100 101(100) 100 100

Inter-Sex No difference is significant

Inter-Age 8ve 7-89 P - .05; hve 14-16, P - .08

*See note to Table 1. The difference in IV" occurs because in same
groups no two-person alliances occurred.
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the inter-age comparisons demonstrate that it is chiefly the 708

year old male triads who differ from the older maleap agreeing upon 50/50

deals more frequently than their counterparts at the other ages. Although

the 7-8 year old female triads also display this tendency, it to significant

only in the all-different pattern and when the total is determined for the

two patterns in which any pair can win, 2hus, it Los again, the youngest

males who manifest a distinctive difference, tending to reea.ble more

closely the female, than the mate groups.

In previous experiments, the bargaining situation has typically been

characterized by a tendency for the weak players to ally against the

stronger one. Tables 3 and 4 present the facts with regard to age-levels.

In the all-powerful pattern, no coalitions would be expected, if players

are solely concerned with winning. Severtheless alliance are by no ueans

absent. On the one hand, a weak player may succeed in Inducing the all-

powerful player to take him into partnership out of the kindness of his

heart or for some other reason, Or, on the other hand, the two week players

may ally simply as a gesture of social solidarity. linally, players may

misunderstand the actu4 power relationships and thus establish alliances

out of ignorance. Table 3 shows that both of the younger male groupe

establish coalitions at better than chce expectancy between the two

weak (and losing) players; the same tendency appears In the adolescent

female groups. Nowever, none of the inter-se comparisons Is bignificaute

With regard to age, the 7-8 year old males arnie at the weak partnership

significantly more often than do college students, whereas the strong

alliance is loes frequent I the 14-16 year old sale triae than in the case

of the female adolescent goups. It is interestIg that only the Youngest

----- ---
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female group yields a result closely in line with theoretical expectation,

since they shov the lovest frequency of the ineffectual (and losing) weak

alliances.

A markedly contrasting picture appears under the all-different condition

in which any pair can win, In this cases the two older age levels, of both

sexes, arrive at the weak alliance in a very high (and significant)

proportion of the game. This does not occur for the 7-8 year old females

and only at the 10% level of significance for the 7-8 year old males. There

are no significant sex differences within age-levels. The only significant

difference between age-levels shows the adolescent female groups producing

a higher proportion of weak alliances than the college fmales.

In Seneral, as in the case of the all-poverful patterns it is the

youngest female groups who fall outside the typical results since they do

not show a preference for the weak coalition. This point will require later

discussion, since there are at least three Importmt reasons for its

occurrence. (1) The children could disregard (or fail to understand) the

weights. (2) Despite the weight-differences, the girls miSht merely prefer

to treat each other equally (a typical aspect of accoomodative strategy),

(3) Treating the weights as equivalent might reflect a more "realistic"

approach, since, in point of facts winning is a function of reaching an

alliance, regardless of weight.

Another way to look at the bargaining situation is to exanine which

player initiates the sequence of offers. Table 5 presents the pertinent

datea for those patterns in which there are differences in weight, loter

"strong" rifers to the person *4o held the largest weight, mad 'wesk" refers
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Table 3. Strong and Weak Allisoces in the

All-Nowerful Pattern (311),

Male Groups loalo Groups

% of With Strong Between Weak With strong Between Weak

groups umbjer Mmbers Naber 3mem6or

7-8 Year Old Children

N 9 '7(6)

Above Chance 0(11) 78(89) 43(33) 29(50)

Chance, or Below
100(89) 22(1 7 71(50)

100 100 100 100

Strong vs Weak: P . .01 n.o.

14-16 Year Old Adoleacents

N 10

Above Chance 10(0) 80(80) 13(0) 88(88)

chance, or Below
2(100) 0(2 8(100) 13(13)'s

100 100 101(100) 101

Strong vs Weak: P -. 02 P'. .02

College Students

N 20 24

Above Chance 55 43 42 50

Chamce, or Below b

100 100 100 100

Strong vs Weak: nose n.o.

Inter-Sax: No differonse It sliaficant
Inter-Age: ave 7-8, 1 .a10; vs 14-16, Z2 . 6.74 (P<.O1); eve 7-8,

P m .01p v 14-16g Im= l.0
*For alliances with strong umber, chance o 67n; for alliances bet,.m weak
umbers, chance * 33. Seao note to Table 1 for other motatioms.
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Table 4, Strong and Weak Alliances in the

All-Different Pattemn (432).

Kale Groups Female Groups

% of With Strong Between Weak With Strong Between Weak

NMember Members jNjmher Hambers

7-8 Year Old Children

N 10 7(6)

Above Chance 20(40) 70(50) 43(33) '57(50)

Chance or Below 30(50) 57(67)

100 100 100 100

Strong vs Weak: P a .10 U9s0

14-16 Year Old Adolescents

N 10 9

Above Chance 20(10) 80(60) 0(0) 100(100)

Chance or Below (90) 20 ) 100(100) 0(0)

100 100 100 100

Strovn ve Weak: P -. 05 P<.00l

College Students

N 30 30

Above Chance 7 73 7 67

Chance or Below 21 U 22 Us

100 100 100 100
2

Strong vs Weak: 1 , 27.78 23.24

P <.,001 <.001

Inter-eSx no difference Is siguificant
Inter-ele awe, collee studentes P * .01.

Notes Seo preceding tables for emplaation of notatIoms.
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to the other two makere of the triad. it can be seen that three possibili-

ties exist; hamely, an offer made by the strong player to one of the two

weak players, an offer directed by one of the weak players to the strong

player, and an offer directed by one of the weak players to the other week

player. Since, In each case, there are two possible offers# each of these

events bee a one-third chnce of occurring, if no preference were operating.

The table show the number of Sroups in which each of the three events

occurred at better than this chance incidence,

In the case of the all-different pattern, differences between the

sexe" at all three age-levels are not significant. it is evident, however$

that there is a marked difference between ages, since in triads at both

older age-levels, the first offer is far more often made by one weak player

to the other weak player, whereas the other two kinda of offer are zorely

made. Although a similar tendency exists for the 7-8 year olde, it is not

significant. Thus# the weights to a large degree are ignored by the

children.

In the all-powerful pattern$ however, the result is quite different.

At the college level, there is a significant tendency for the weak players

to Initiate offers to the strong player (and secondarily to each otbar),

a characteristic of this pattern which accords with remarks given above,

The youngest female groups do not show a preference in this pattern, either,

but the two younger male groups and the adolescent female groups tend to

make "weak-to-weak" offers. Thus, three features stand outs (1) the

youmseet female groups seem to disregard the weights entirely; (2) the

youngest male groups either fail to understoad that weak alliances in this

case are ineffectual, or the weak players endeavor to establish social
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Table 5, Initiation of First Offer
to Ally, Showing Percentage of Groups Above Chance

in Each Kind of Offer.

7-8 Year Old 14-16 Year Old College

Children Adolescents Students

Kind of Offer l FMe Female

ALL DIFFEREIIT

N 10 10o -1. 30 30

Strong to Weak 1 2 1 0 4 3

Weak to Strong 4 3 2 1 0a 3

Weak to Weak 5 6* 8* 8* 23* 21*

Within Sex* n.se n.s. P O01 .P ./O1 P ,.01 P < 01

Inter-Sex No difference is significant.

Inter-Aige avs. 7-8g P 4,41,

ALL-POWERFUL

N 10 1010 9 28 2a

Strong to Veak 1 3 2 1 3 2

Weak to Strong 0 5! 3 2 2 0*c 15*

Weak to Weak 8* 4 8 8*b 11ds 12f

Within Sex* P <.01 n.se P < .01 P <O01 P <_01 P <.01
Inter-Sex No difference is significant*

Inter-Age bvs. 7-8p P .-,OlCvs. 7-8, X2 = 12.35 (P <.0l);

dvs, 7-89 X = 4.88 (P...05);

"evs 14-16, X2 = 4.88 (P <905); fvs. 14-16, X2 = 3.86 (P< *05)

*By the binomial test, as described in S. Siegel, N

sttatj. New Yorki McGraw-Hill, 1956. (Two-tail.)
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Table 6. Aount of Bargaining.

7-8 Year Olds 14-16 Tear Old College Studenta

Number of male eastle mole rftales Kale Panle

Ofes10 10 10 10 30 30

6 or more 60(30) 50(0) 60(40) 20(10) 37 24

5 or lees 40(70) 5000) 0(6 80(90 ) 7

100 100 100 100 100 101

Inter-Sex nus. n.s. X2 - 4.44 (P•.05)

Inter-Age No difference is significant.

ALL-DIFMSMNT

6 or more 70(30) 40(20) 70(30) 30(20) 53 26

5 -or less 30(70) 60(80) 30(70) 70(80) 7

100 100 100 100 99 99

Inter-Sez .s. us. X2  4.44 (? < .05)

ALL-IQUAL + AhL-D111O3U

12 or more 80(40) 40(10) 70(30) 20(10) 50 20

11 or less 20(60) 0(9) 3 So

100 100 100 100 100 100

Inter-Sex n.s. S.O. 12 6.58 (P • .02)

ALL-POIRFMl

6 or more 80(40) 40(30) 100(50) 20(10) 13 13

s orle 20(60) 60(70) o(So) 4 9 A7

100 100 100 100 99 100

Inter-Sez u.s. . ".01 n.o.

Inter-fte No differene Isi slmniftemt.
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Table 7. Mean Number of Offers in the

Iarsaining Sequences of t1hree Age-Lsvelsv in the

Pirst Three Gmes.

7-8 Tear old 14-16 Year Old College

Children Adolescents Students

Mal1 rnale male Verel.e Male lpemale

N 10 10o 0o 10 30 30

All-Equal 5.7 3.28 5.6 3.6 5.1 4,2

All-Different 4M7 3.2 8.0 4.0 5.7 4.5

All-Equal +

All Different 10.4 6 . 4 b 13.6 7.6 10.8 8.7

All-Poverful 5.2 3.6 6.2 2.98 3 01 d* 3.0

Inter-Sex- t - 2.45 (P. .02); bt - 2.34 (P .01); ct a 3.91(P 4.001)

Inter Age- dye. 7-8 year old*, t - 2.25 (P - .02);

Ova, 14-16 year oldp t - 3.65 (P,- .01)
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solidarity against the strong player, (2b. foxmer Interpretation is

reinforced if we coma ider the Asher utaere involvedo-dbss amwal el be

greater perceived difference between the .abers "3"1 se "I"* than between

"14"1 and either '3" orfa") (3) the adolescent groups do not treat the

all-powerful pattern any differently fros. the all-different pattern# #igain

for any of several possible reasons,

the bargaining situation may also be viewed In simple quantitative

termsp merely by determining the number of offers maode before a final

decision is reached, Table 6 presents the data by the incidence of vatious

lengths of bargaining sequence, in this respects the only significant

differences occur between the male and fouale triads at the college levels

in the all-equal and all-different patterns with males manifesting more

frequently longer sequences.

If we &rgue that mimer of offers may be regarded maningtfully as a

score, then it would be legitimate to conduct an analysis by t-taeto Ibis

is shown in Table 7. It is evident that there is a very consistent tendenicy

for the male groups at all three 06e-levels to bargain sonrexitensively than

do the female groups, although this reaches statistical signifeame In

only three instances. lbere is also a differsuce In the all-powerful.

pattern, since both the yone wmale groups tend to bargain sore In this

situation than do the college males.

As in our other u~erimsmta, It Is possible to coupute a general lodss

to strategy, To do soe we have fined it meaninfuli to o2qu 6ix sigm thet

regularly distinguish male trin finale grOOP@* We have e*sot these sigos

in the fors that typifies fenmime, or asemsdative strategy, as folloim S



F. Irequent failure to arrive at coalitiou in patterfh when gay two

can win# here, elloequal and all-different (one or more "no oalitions".)

2. Frequent formation of triple alliance* (one or more).

3, Unanimous areement upon 50/50 deals In two-pereon alliamcea, uhm

any two can win (100% areuement upon 50/50 deals).

4. Lese active bargaining under the most competitive condition (3 or

fewer odfera in the all-different pattern.)

5. More bargaining when none Is necessary (3 or more in the all-

powerful pattern),

6. More frequent occurrence of "altruistic" offor., that iop one

player suggests that the other two ally to his or her disadvantaege (one or

more).

It should be noted that a survey of the foregoing tablee does not

fully accord with this description (e.g., in the came of Number 5).

We retain the index, however, as It hbe previously been employedg for ehe

present analyse o As this series of studies hse continued, there have

been various suggestions that these a"pecte of play enter quite differently

Into the character of *trategy, depending upon conditions of the Son; per-

haps the firut three signs provide the beat moeaureeo (Exploratory research

is underway to develop a better asessament of strategy,) It happemae to

anticipate the resultas that the index based on the first three arlee

yields results* at least In this came, Identical with the total for all

six signs, Certain variations In procedures as mentioned above, reduce the

preci•e comparability of the date. So two youner groups played the

games of a given power-pattern In suoceeeaiom lberese ramdomined uceeesaion

was followed th the college students, Whe chaoe in procedure wso
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prompted by an effort to increase failiarity with the relationiships omug

the weightsl, as suggested by other emperlimeut (see Kelley and Arrovoods 1960.)

In general, we have found little difference between these variations, but

of course, it suet be considered a possible influence on the results.

Scoring is simplet one point is a"signed to each group for each of

the signs In each of the three gems of the specified pattern(s), uand the

sum determined. Table 8 presents the result.

Vith respect to *ex differencesp the femasle college students show a

for greater incidence of accommodative strategy the. the sales in each

Sam and for the total of the three games, The difference is in the sasm

direction for the high school students$ but it is significant only when

the total for the three gam" is determined (P * 059 by the Fisher Exact

Test.) The difference for the youngest subjects Is not significant, and

there is actually a tendency for the sale tridef to display more

accommodative strategy the. is the case for the faeale groups.

Whben we look at inter-age comparisons, there is little difference

between the high school and college femiabes. The high school male group**

however, tend to smanfest awre accomodative strateg than do the college

males. In the youngest age-groups, the males are not significently different

from the 14-16 year old males, despite a general tendency to be amr

aecoomodetive. They dog however, differ to this respect to a highly

significant degree from the college male triads. Soe youngest fueale groups

show dignificantly loe ss comodative strategy than the high school females

only In the first gino, with a tendency for this to be reversed In later

gense. The youngest females differ fran the college foeales only In the

first gin.e
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Table So Incidence of Meommodetive 8trate87

at Three Age-Levels (in % of troups.)

7-8 Year Old 14-16 Year Old College

Children Adolescent@ students

male Female male Female male N e ale

o. of 8igns N 10 10 10 10 10 30

GAM~ 1

3 or more 30 0 40 50 10 57

2 or lose 22 M0 No MA mn

100 100 100 100 100 100

Inter-Sex n.s. n.s. 12 - 23.24
(P " '.001)

lnter-Age Ova. 7-8, P .05; bve. 7-8; (2 . 4.82 (P <.05);

Cv,. 7-8, X2 7.90 (P <.ol)

CAMU 2

3 or move 60 50 10 10 10 34

2 or le X 50 90d 90e m 11
100 100 100 100 100 100

Intar-Sex n.o. u.s. 12 - 10.74
(P 4..001)

Inter-Age dve. 7-8, P - .10; %vu 7-8, P - .01;

fva 7-8, 12 a 7.53 (P<.O1); .ve. 14-16, X2 4.62

CAMS 3

2 or sore 100 90 50 s0 20 24

1 or lose _ ii
100 100 100 100 100 100

Znteraex us.e. n.e. ia .4*90• ~(1 c,OOl)
Inter-Agse be. 7., Mg 1 16.49 (P . 0 0 1 );1 Vo. 14-16, P a .01.

ty 29, after CeAe Is aise moe •sow establIA"ed a peUamst8 all8l" ,
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Table 8. (Continued)

7-8 Year Old 14-16 Year Old College

Children Adolescents Students

No. of Siant male Femal* Halo Fale male romale

8 or more 60 30 10 20 7 41

7 10 50 10 20 7 24

6 30 10 0 40 3 24

5 0 10 60 0 0 3

4 0 .0 to 20 20 7

3 or lse, 0 0 _101 0 6

100 100 100 100 100 100

Inter-Sex n.e. P *.05 -2 - 31.49
(P < .001)

Inter-Age Jvs. 7-8p P - .10; kvs. 7-89 12 12.06 (P (.001);

4,s. 14-16, z2 .8.54 (Q,<.0l)
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Thus, we find quite a consistent picture revealed by the general index

to accomodativo strategy, with sex differences increasing with geO. At the

7-8 year ae-level the two eexes do not differ significantly, although the

females actually tend to display I=e accomodative strategy than their male

counterparts, At the 14-16 year age-level there are distinct indicationa that

the sex difference is becoming clearly established. It has become highly

significant at the college level.

Discussion

The consistent results presented in the foregoing tables enable us

to arrive at a clear interpretation of how strategy in intre-Sroup competition

changes from childhood to adulthood. Since there are many specific details

to consider, we hove brought the salient points together in the accompanying

sumary table. Each variable io shown in a fashion which describes as

simply an possible the general trnod of the data.

The differences between the sexes which we have often 1bund before

(Vinacke, 1959; Bond and Vinacke, 1961; Vinacke, 1962) are quite apparent at

the oldest qge-level. The female triads often arrive at triple allianes

and 50/50 deals (in two-person coalitions), thus manifesting a distinct

preference for decisions based on equal treatment of mnebere of the Sroup.

Females tend to bargain less actively than males--st least when alliamces

are necessary to win, lurtherwore, they tend more often to establish

allim•ces In the all-powerful pattern# when coalitions are not neeesary to

win--and, In fact# when it could be argued that any sort of allisane Is futile.

Although this behavior could be interpreted as lack of undertmading of the

conditions of playing the saem (ie,. the relative welghts), the general
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8um.ary of Age- and Sex Differences

7-8 Year Old 14-16 Year Old College

Children Adolescents Students

M~t 71mLU Nole Finale Mal* FI, Jo

In Patterna When

Amy Two- Cmn. VL

no Coalition Many Many

Triple Alliances Many Many Many many

50/50 Deals Very Very Many Many
many Man

7ype of Alliance Many Many Man Many
Weak Weak We• ak Week

Initiation Often Often Often Often
Weak- Week- W.ýak- Weak-
Weak Weak Weak Weak

Amount of More More More
Bargaining than than thin

Female Female FL.aLe

In All-Powerful

Pattern

Two-Person Many Many Very Very Mae"
Allainces Many Many

50/50 Deals Very Very Very
Many Many Many

Type of Alliance Many Many
Weak Weak

Initiation Often Often Often Often
Weak- Weak- Week- Weak-
Weak Weak Weak
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8umsery of Age- and Sex Differences
(continued)

7-8 Year Old 14-16 Year Old College

Children Adolescents students

KaLe Female Hole J.] le oale Tamale

In All-Poverful

pattern

Amount of more more
Bargaining then than

Iamak Peamlo

Aeccoamodative
strat. M High (Higher High High

than
College)



trend of our experiment. suggests that the essential character of acoommoda-

tive strategy is responsible. Females evidently orient their efforts more

towards the mtual satisfaction of the members of the group then towards the

goal of winning itself.

Nwch of the senie picture appears in the case of the adoleocent groups#

which closely resemble their older counterpartes There are# howevere $ame

exceptions that occur In the all-powerful pattern. This situation,

apparently, is managed quite similarly to the patterns in which any pair can

win, although this characteriatic is manifeeted to a much greater degree in

the female adolescent triads. The difference between the two older age groupe

is especially striking with respect to bargaining. Wale colsge studenta

strive to induce the all-powerful player to enter into partnership ("weak-to-

stroug" initiation.), whereas bargaining begin. with offers of one weak
groups,

player to the other weak player in the high schookj similarly to the all-

different pattern. The reason for this contrast is not really clear from the

present studyp, sice it could be a function either of a tendeancy t9•erds

accommodative strateg or of misunderstanding the weight, Both may be

Livolved, and we usat await further research to resolve the issue. We have

introduced questionnaire procedures, followings for examples the work of

Kelley and Arrowood (1960), to seek clarification.

It is the two youngest groupe that provide perspective on the

development of strategy. There are both Iportant similarities and differente

between the two sese. They are alike in their tendencies to avoid coalition,

to establish triple alliances, and to reach 50/50 deals, Shey are alikes

also, In failing to differentiate mong the weights, so #beom In both types of

power-pattern In whieh weight-differmee occur. Sbey differ, however, In
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other ways. The youngest male groups tend to bargain more than the femalee

(thus resembling older males). lurthermorep in ehe all-powerful pattern&

the males act more nearly as they would be expected to act in the all-

different patterns by preferring to establish relationahips between the two

weak players. From this standpoint# at least, it would appear that the

children actually understand the function of the weights, but sliply fail

to realise that in this inatance alliance@ are ineffectual. We suggested

above that there may be a sharper perceived difference between 3 and I than

among the numbers 432. If this be true, then the younger children@ as we

mliht expect, are more deficient in simple arithmetic then in ability to

grasp the gam Itself. Final clarification, however, aiuat wait the sort

of questionnaire study indicated above.

Scrutiny of the sameary table suggests that an age-by-age trend exists

in these data, with the adolescent triad falling between the children and

college students# resembling the oldest groups in sarm respects, the youngest

groups in others. When we compute an overall indez of strategy, however, it

becomes cl~ar that this trend to considerably more marked for the three

male groups than for the females. In fact, the latter are closly similar

tn their general tendency to manifest the signs we have associated with

accommodative strategy. This behavior is more typical of the youngest

females in later than in earlier gines In a sequence, but neverthelees the

difference in total doore is not significant.

In the case of the male groups we find a steady progression with @ase

Both the 7-8-year-old and 14-16-year-old triads display a significantly

higher incidence of accommodative etrata"y than do the college triads.

fowever, although the youngest triad. are higher in this respeet th the
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adolescents, the difference reaches only the 10% level of significance*

Thump to a remarkable degree, the girls at all three age-levels display

the characteristics of occoumodative strategy, Boyoe however, appear to

change drastically from behavior quite similar to that of girls to the

contrasting strategy which we have called "exploitatives" Competitiveneass

intensive effort to defeat one's opponents, the driving of as hard a bargain

as possible, the capitalizstion upon strength and power (if necessary by the

pooling of resources)-.such behavior so typical of adult males appears to

exist only In rudimentary forn in small boys,

There is a possibility, of course, that the results reported here could

be accounted for by saying that sex-differences are tending to be cowe les

marked In our society. Thus, the similarity between boys and girls at the

7-8 year level would be explained, However, it is rather difficult to

believe that so great a change could occur during an interval of only 4-7

years.

This exploratory study, of course, only points out en area or research

by revealing that strategy Is coping with competitive situations changes

with increasing age. Innumerable questions remain to be asewered. We should

like to trace these changes in more precLse detail by filling In the age-

gaps between the periods we have chosen, perhaps to pinpoint sow critical

stage at vhLch males become exploitative. This experLent suggests that it

lies either in later childhood (at about age 10), or aomewhat later.

(Cfp In support, Piaget, op. cit.)

In an experiumnt by Bond and Vinacke (1961), exploitative and acornods-

tive strategy were brought together by the formtion of mixed-sau triedao
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Under these conditions, rather decided advantages move for accomnodative

strategy, since exploitative tactics tend to be e4f-dofeatings opponmets

ma succeed, so to speaks in defeating each other, but In the proocese another

party may easily coan out ahead, Obviously, it would be desirable to confirm

these findings at other age-levels than the college age.

It has become evident in other experiments that the behavior to be

observed in a competitive Saen like that neployed here varies markedly in

other situations, For instance Uoesugi and Vinacke (1963) and Vinacke end

Stanley (1962) have made use of a quiz gsme In which the content is designed

to be especially appealing either to males or females. Although the two

sexes still manifest the same kinds of difference, feminine content tends

to Increase accommodative strateay (especially in the female groups.) One

could adapt this procedure to age. differences. by devising situations with

special relevance to the subjects Studied, Until this stop ts taken* we

must allow for the possibility that our g8ne is not pertinent to the

experience of young children (at leant to boys).

In still another expertment, yet to be reported, we have Investigated

inter-group competition in special games in which the intra-group power-

relationships employed in our other experiments are retained, Under such

conditions# the objective of defeating the opposing group become poremount,

and the intre-group differences in strength are practically ignored.

In fact, virtually all decisions are unanimous and deals become almost

=elusively triple alliances, It mould be Interesting to replicate this

experiment with subjects of different sges0
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Finallys in dissussions of our researchg speculatione hasve arisen

repeatedly about the behavilor that would be typical1 of persona beyond

the college age. Is exploitative strategy primarily a mark of the young

male adult? Do older men, in the course of the softening influences of

f smily and conouity life (and of working through a career)..if they bee in

facts "softening'--tend to become more accommodative? Do older -amsn# by

contrast, tend to become more exploitative, as they complete their families

and participate more actively in other affairs? Or do salee become increa-

singly exploitative and females increasingly more accommodative? And to

mdaat extent do such possible trends differ in various situations, for exesles,

in eame-sex versus mixed-sex settings, end in homogeneous-age versus

heterogeneoua-age groupings?

Future research must clarify these points,

Suamary and Conclusions

Following the finding in previous experiments that male and famale

trieda contrest in the strategy typically displayed in a competitive games

an experiment was conducted to explore such differences as a function of age,

Ton trisad of each sex at the two age-levels, 7-8 years end 14-16 years,

played ohs son Sams (slightly modified) se had previously been employed

with college students (30 triad. of each sex.) Four ginsa, each, vwere

played of three power-patterns a three players eqpal in strength, three

players different in strength (but no player stronger than the othe two In

alliance), and one player ellupowerdal (that is* stronger that the other two

in alliance.) Coalitions were permittedo Comparisons by sex and age were

covnduted for the incidence of coalitionss, 50/30 dealss, the effect of rela-

tive strength on bargaining, mount of bargiainigg and overall strategy
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Numerous significant differences between the sexe" and between age-levels

Lin the above-pentioned vaiebles were found. In general# results for the

two-older ages show consistent differences between the ems In the several

aspects of strategy, with femalea high in accnmodative atstraeg and noaes

low in accounmodative strateg (or high in exploitative strategy). For the

youngest age-lovel, however, these differences do not appear, and, In facts

the 7-8 year old males actually show more aceomodative stratea in some

respects. 7hus, famaloe at all three age-levels are rather similar In their

behavior in this Sono, wherea the youngest asles differ markedly from older

It is concluded thet there are significant age-differencoe Ln male
this

strategy in/coMoetitive situationg with emo evidence for a shift from

accamodtive to xpmoiltative characteristics between the 7-8 year and 14-16

year levels, Famale" at the ages studied, however, do not differ very much

in otrategy, but manifest a high degroo of accinodetive strategy

throughout the age-rauge.
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Appendix. Instructions

At the beginning of a seasion, the experimenter would act in the role

of a friendly$ but objective mentor. He would Introduce the players to each

other, help them settle in the three seats open around the board, and so one

He would arronge the Sme-materiala in proper forms explaining in a

conversational way that the board would be used for a gamen that he would
to

explain the situation/theu in a moment, or uttering other informal coments.

Then the standardized instructions would be presented. For the youngest

age-level (7-8 year olds), 9 delivered the instructions orally, but at the

two older ages, he had the subjects read them from identical cards. In both

cases, every effort was made to promote understanding of the very few major

characterLeticu of the ginae by asking for questions and anwetin any that

were raised. Of course, I avoided any suggestions concerning play, by simply

restating instructions, when a question concerned the rules, or generally

remarking to the effect that the players could decide for themselves, etc.

At each agoe 3 was careful to point out features of the board--11tart",

"tHome", numbered spaces--and to explain that the objective was to get 'Some"

first.

Instructions presented to the younger groups (7-8 and 14-16 years) ran

as follow:

This is a inae mong three players. Before each gem, each player

will draw a number. This number will determine the player's strength

for that game, You will move by multiplyLng your wimber times the

value of a die, thrown by the experimeater, For ezemple, if you draw

the number "2"0 and the die comes up "3", you will move six spaces,

For the 7-8 year groupe, read "adding your b0bMer to"iooe.,...
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A prize of 100 points will be given to the winner or winners, except

that it will be divided ia the case of ties,

At any time during the go=e any player may join fance with aW

other player If the other player agrees, If you do this you nuat decide

upon how you will divide the prize if you wine After joining forces

you add your numbers and proceed the number of spaes of the combined

numbers. From then on the two players use their combined numbers in

moving,

Any player may admit defeat if he feel@ he cannot win.

Instructions to the college studests were as follows:

lWe gae. is a contest between three players. Before each gams each

player will drew a counter out of a hoppey. Ilie numnber on this counter

wll determine the player's strength for that gaeie You will move by

multiplying your weight times the value of a die, bhrow by the

experimenter, for example, if you draw a weight of "2" and the die

comes up "W', you wili move six spaces, A prize of 100 points will

be given to the winner or winners# except that it will be divided in the

case of ties.

At any time during the gams any player may form on~ alliance with any

other player. In this event$ players entering Into alliance wiet decide

upon how they will divide the prime if they win. After forming an

alliance, players Join forces and proceed to the position represeeted by

their combined acquired aspae"; thereafter, they use their cambined

weights in moving.

Any player may concede defeat if he or she considers his or her

position to be h-peleses


